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other drive; questions arise and man becomes ena ,7,ed by his own
intelligence and reasonableness in the issues of the universe-of-
being;. But, no more can man settle in the universe-of-being;
for though judgments remain with us, they remain' inm a habitual
background of knoWledge;-at any moment no more tl -an a sing1DAudgment

	

it/	 can be made, and/can yield only some: general aspect,or some minute
detail 'of a universe habitually known to be indefinitely rich and
complex. As man is a knoveii, --so . t6O is-heone that progresses
in knowledge, that answers crestions not to rest in contemplation
of the known but only to raise further ,:, uestions and so advance
to a fuller known that, as a whole, is not possessed.. Kno7ing
is process that rises from experience through questions to answers
only to revert through further questions to experience and begin
once more the ascent. The orientation that is, constituted by the

, pge desire to know emerses upon the orientation of the animal-
within-a=world.of-serisej,it arias transforms that initial orientation
by heading man towards a universe-of-being; but 'it ..does not settle
man,wphin the universe‘as the animal is settledin tiiworld of
sense; On the' conrary it is anA.ntermittent oscillatory movement
through which ve come to know more and more, of tt.e,univerbe-of-being
mot o _indeed, with the possessiveness of full contemplation but
by the half-grasp that consists.in a habitual context of judgment s.

\.
There is a further coma-lexity.' Man cis-an actor as

well as a knower, so that - knoing is but one of his activit ies.
Besides the true, there is t'rle good. Besides,knowing, there is
conduct. He is involved, committed,'engl. 133r. i ex*rience,
intelligence, reasonableness. But his exTerience includes desires

,,);.	 .and_ their satisfactions. His intelli77ence grasps the systematic
harnessing of manifold desires to manifold satisfactions by a
complex series of orders, doMedtie l econamic,—political l and
cultural. As the satisfaction of desire is a good, still more so
is the achievement of the intelligible order that makes possible
and generates and concretely includes an- indefinite series of
satisfactions. But about such systems men dispute; about the
ordering of sex and love, about the ordering of the economy,

inli

	art,/	 about the ordering of ststes, -about eduction,/science, philosophy,
religion. Systems are manifold possibilities. 'Rule:them all
out, and man is poorer than the most miserable of primitives who

0	 exhibited soMe'eVid ,nicw'ofittellence. , Accept the very best,
and many desires must go unsatisfied fcir the •SFsteme;can be realized
only through restraint, only thro . Igh making satisfactions conditioned
by iiepglyiRalage performance, for it is that conditioning thatA sec!Ares
Me proper performance at 'the proper,timp and place. Man, then,
is involved in the inevitability of choice.' If -he Chooses; it will
be just a matter of fact. That he chooses, will be merely what
in fact is chosen.. But it also is a fact that he is involved,

4

engaged, committed; he cannot annul desire, though he can tend to
that negptive ideal; he Cannot ban:.sh the 	 tel	 nce that grasps
practical orders of humeri action;- he cannot proscribe the manifold
of 7ossible,systems; he cannot avoid intermittent moments of
reflection in which rational consciousness deals with the realm
of action, employs its caeqories of praise,and blame, deliberates
upon absolute and relatve values, and ends dliwith a reasonable
or a rationalized choice or za2usaixt8r.ahnossz or with a reasonable
or a rationalized refusal to choose.

S.

TWo extremes have been defined, but between them
man oscillates. He cannot settle inthe world-of-sense, for the
pure desire to know is as much a part of his dpontateity as any
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Still, this universe-of-being seems stiiemge and
unfamiliar. In all probability the rePder will ask whether or
not the universe-of-being is some airy realm of essences or the
real world that I see and touch. Clearly, in so far as the real ,
world means the merely visible and palpable,fthere arse excluded
the intelligible unities and systematic relations -rasped by'
understanding and, as well, the groundedness that is reverse to
the obverse reasonableness of, judgment. On the other hand,
inasmuch as it is true that T 'am visible andipalpaT.e, the

still/	 • universe of being includes my visibility en , ' pnlpability;; $# it
includes ,them, pot as merely seen nor as merely touched, but
also as conceived and, principally becaes , they are affi•med.
Again, visible and palpable objects are within s7ace and time;

A	 but the univers . of being is not	 andwithin s-ace	 d time; if there is

fW zia	 ispe, 	 it 	 a being and within the universe of being;s if there
! is time, t] en it is a being and within the universe of being.

Space as fa line; withih exeeriencejs not teet,Lknown; it is known
imagined/ only if, as well, it is conceived and affirmed tp be,; and,t'On it
an affirmed/ is IFn. wn, snot as the/contained of beings, but as X* deermination

.within the ,uniylqrse of Ileing..	 .	 ,One rea6hes the central issue by eoing back to
the question, Is the universe-of-being ;tie be identi4tedNwith the
real world? We know very definitely what 19 mennt'brtiAaniverse-
ofl,being. It is whatever is to he known by intelligent grasp and
reasonable aftirmation. It is the oll:tective of the Pere and unres-
tricted desire to know.' But 1,4/het i :Is meant Tr the real world?
What is meant by reality? Is it what'exists ; or phatd does not
exist? What is meant by the world? Is it averythi*' or some
things, or nothing? If the real world is whatix is known by
intelligent grasp and reasonable jUdement, then the real world
is identical with the Universet-Of-being. If the,real world is
not what is so known, then it is not ir'entidal.wlth the:eniverse-of-
bein:g.

For most men, I bell.c, ve, the real world is net
id6ntical with'what I have named the universe-or-being. Nor is
it difficult to, say what they mean by the real world. Macbeth
ap-ealed to the "s ire and firm-set earth on which I tread."
4Onceivably the appeal was directed to a being known in -a set
of affiillidtions , such as, ThersoKistrs an earth, It is solid, I
am walking on it, I can l'ely'On' gtoo ButIstpxgpxproaddl;tptha
appsalxwms:Andanindamt Conceivably, again, te apnal was simply
the emoticnal expressAoneof a single feeling of security, a feeling
generated apart from asking aneienswerinsitstip, a reeling
generated in the same manner as in the fri/sk�ne'colt l 	 also

6 - treads the earth and exIeriences its reliability. Bu in all
probability Macbethts exC elamation'supp9sed betli' t pe s oft , knowing,

ebothetheknowing of an intellieent and°reasonable man, 'and the
kneeing Ofeah -animad-that nciAer inquires nor reflects. In all
probability, if Macbeth were asked WI,lethgfi'ho were talking about
some being,"he woad have _bep enzzled; s,r1d if he were asked what
he was talking about, he wdela have'sltrheiedeand epointed to ':he
earth. What, 'then, Is the world of sense? It is the exierienced
as axgai experiended. It Is the dl,q5brienped,s4aAifrom inquiry
and insight, apart from formulation and reflection, apart from
grasp of the unconditioned and judgmelgt. .:Into,4 eve are born.
Within it we move about. Uth it wo are famfliar: About it we
can have no doubts, for doubts arise only if ouestions are asked,
and the world of see is prior to any eueetioning., ',• 
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